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seashell_4: wb draz now sit still  
D r a z: sits still   
BeautifulGeek(jaena): OOH I like that do that again shell 
seashell_4: it like ur doing a ww on use and falling out ur chair 
seashell_4: do what geeky 
seashell_4: what i do that u liked i ll do it again np 

BeautifulGeek(jaena): Order draz around and he listens 
seashell_4: oh that   its easy   try it  

ramster77: haha 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *looks at Draz with a wicked grin* Stand up shirt off and get up on the bar and 
dance 

seashell_4: now this should be good  
ramster77: looks at drazzie 
seashell_4: every one is ram lol 
D r a z: jumps up on the bar  
seashell_4: watch ur head 
seashell_4: remember the fan 

D r a z:  stands legs apart swaying to the music 
easygoing_2012: he still wears his shirt lol 
D r a z: slowly undoing each button of my white shirt from the top to bottom and undoing the 

cufflinks ....slowly sliding my shirt off each heavily muscled shoulder  
D r a z: pulling the sleeves off each arm ... one by one ...... flexing the large biceps ....eyes on 
geek   

D r a z: Rolling my hips in a circular movement 
seashell_4: twice today   
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *stands back and appreciates the view* 

ramster77: go the drazmonster.. 
easygoing_2012: quite a view, i have to admit 

seashell_4: sits on trampoline bouncy and watches  
D r a z: turning with back to the crowd and slowly peeling the shirt off...  a back rippling with 
muscles 

BeautifulGeek(jaena): *walks over to the cooler and gets a Mikes hard lemonade. Pops top and snaps  cap 
in to trash bouncing it of of Draz's ass* 
ramster77: thinks.. i should really go to the gym too.. 

seashell_4: with scratch marks draz   ummm  
D r a z: with a relish twirling the shirt above my head  
D r a z: Turning flexing  the huge chest muscles ..  Throwing the shirt to  geek 

BeautifulGeek(jaena): *Whistles a wolf call* 
D r a z: jumps off the bar  ...  runs then slides accross the floor on my knees to the pole and 
kisses its gleaming metal 

easygoing_2012: watched shell bouncing 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *catches shirt* 
seashell_4: << turns tv on  

D r a z: twirling around its cold hard metal and winks at  geek as my fingers run up and down 
it  

ramster77: laughs watching drazzie go like a stallion 
D r a z: sliding a leg round it and muscling up  the shiny pole 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): WHOOOOOTTTTTTT!!!! Go to Boss man !!!! 



seashell_4: watches the guys trying ever so hard not to look  lollol 
D r a z: letting myself down  slowly eyes focused on geek as I lean back shaking my haior  to 

the beat  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *goes to tip jar and pulls out some singles* Come on Shell *grabs Shell shand and 
goes to the stage* 

seashell_4: am kidding  
seashell_4: shit make that 3 times now  
D r a z: wraps a leg around the pole grasping it with a hand swinging around it quickly  

merlin300: kicks back and watches the ladies  
D r a z: unwraps my leg and slides my back up and down the pole  shaking hips wildly 

..tossing head side to side  ...swishing hair  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): * Waves dollar at draz then puts it in her mouth* 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *rocking her butt side to side* 

merlin300: smiles at the ladies  
D r a z: slides over to geek from a run ... landing just in front of her  chest heaving  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *hands Shell a dollar* 

seashell_4: opens mouth  not for the dollar  
ramster77: good lord 
easygoing_2012: omg 

seashell_4: hold that thought brb   
D r a z:  bending donw to grasp the bill from her moth in my  teeth 
easygoing_2012: hb shell 

BeautifulGeek(jaena): *wicked grin as she raises her eyebrows and crinkles her nose cutely* 
D r a z:  grins at geek and kises her on the node and runs  back to center stage bends one 
knee and then straightens it and bends the other rolling my hips 

D r a z:  Gyrating my hips in a circle  to the left, then to the right to the beat  Keeping my 
upperbody perfectly still Eyes  focusing on geek   
seashell_4: bk  

D r a z: bend my knees so that I  sink down then rise up again going all the way down to a 
crouch and springs up shaking my hair around   to the beat   

easygoing_2012: wb shell 
seashell_4: kk wheres that dollar 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *Mimics His moves as she then snakes her body* Shake it Babeh!!! 
ramster77: suddenly realises my hands are getting sore from clapping  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *hands it to Shell* 
seashell_4: never been this close to geek before i just noticed some arousing  

D r a z: Facing  looking at  geek the whole time, twisting shoulders to the beat and bend 
down from the waist, keeping my back straight, then coming back up .. rubbing my thighs ... 
slides over  to shell opening my waist band  

seashell_4: slids the dollar down draz's waist 
seashell_4: looks at geek for more dollars 
D r a z: winks at shell Twisting shoulders back and forth, bending at mid-back and Coming 

back up again  
seashell_4: opens my mouth waiting  
D r a z: Turning around so my back is to shell, while gyrating my hips and then in a humping 

motion my hands stroking out of view  ..my thighs  ...  
BeautifulGeek(jaena):  *puts one in her mouth and hops on stage and pulls her tee off over her head 
twirling it over her head revealling her black lace bra . Put her back against dra'zs body and snakes it 
against him as she beckons Shell to her  with her finger* 
seashell_4: watching the beads of sweat run down drazs bk  

ramster77: whispers.. holy sushi rolls 
D r a z: Looking back at shell and geek   my back is almost right angles to my legs   swishing 
my head to the beat ....leaning back against  geek  ....feeling her body heat on me  



....shaking my butt against hers 
seashell_4: takes black bra off  hands it to ram     hold this for me  plz 

ramster77: looks at bra in my hand 
ramster77: then from whence it came 
D r a z:  smiles watching  shelll join the feverish  dance  

ramster77: repeats a few times 
seashell_4: slips my fingers down drazs waist takes dollar bk  put it in my mouth  
D r a z:  turning an pulling the two girls togther  sliding  my  mouth over shells and biting 

the bill ... pulling it  from her 
seashell_4: walks to geek  and beckons her to take it with her soft lips form mine  

seashell_4: ram  time to check fly kk  
D r a z:  shakes my hips to the beat and rolls my shoulders as I slip the bill back in shells 
mouth 

seashell_4: this bill gets around   
D r a z:  shaking at the knees and hips rolling head around as if thunderstruck # 
ramster77: checks.. 

seashell_4: rubs my hands down each of drazs thighs  
seashell_4: wb sjs  
D r a z:  Gyrating my hips in a circle slowly to the left, then to the right   shaking my heavy  

thighs as I feel shells hands on me   
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *Gyrates her body against draz's as she rolls her shoulders side to side. Watches 
Shell strut her stuff in front of her. She snakes her body  as she shuffle slides her feet toward Shell then 
leans forward at the waist and pluck the dollar from shells mouth .wrinkling her nose sexily  as she spins 
then  grinds into the back over shells body sandwhiching shell between Her and Draz** 
White Wolf 5485: back 

seashell_4: leaning bk as far as i can shaking my head 
easygoing_2012: wb white 
White Wolf 5485: ty easy 

seashell_4: checking all the time to see ram has my bra  
D r a z: wraps arans round both girls at once pressing them tight together adn rocks my hips 

side to side .. so we all shake to the beat  
ramster77: quickly pulls bra off my face when shell looks over 
seashell_4: ifi was a guy  i d go for a jerk around about now  ..just saying   

D r a z:  feeling shells nipples pressing hard into my chest as I rock all 3 of us to the beat  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *Runs her hand seductively down Shells sides to her hips and she snakes her body 
into shell guiding it to mimic her moves against draz's body* 

ramster77: looks round the open plan office.. thinking... nah better not.. 
D r a z: grins over shells  head at geek  ,,, as we rock in and out  sandwiching shell between 
us  .. .. rocking to the beat   

seashell_4: what a beautifull room all this just from sitting on trampoline   
White Wolf 5485: ok that is what i get for going to play my xbox for a bit I almost missed the 
show 

ramster77: missing out on drazzie the xfox.. 
D r a z:  runs hands up and down the sides of shelly as i feel the hard nipples   ,,, and ricks in 
adn out as we dance  

seashell_4: nipples slippery with drazs sweat  
seashell_4: which reminds me am thirsty  

D r a z:  shaking to and fro  to the beat  feeling the rythmn of both girls as  we let the 
music rip through us    
seashell_4: music gone to my head and feeling the body heat from draz and geek  

BeautifulGeek(jaena): *Grinds agains Shell's body  then guides her to turn as switches places with her in 
the middle between them with her back against Draz's chest and turn shell to face her* 
seashell_4: slids my back up down against draz chest  holding onto geeks hands 



D r a z: looks over the two girls and shaking my hips wildly as we move around     ...grinding 
into shells back and  pulling geek tighter into  shell  rocking all 3 of us to the beat   

seashell_4: puts my thigh betwen hers and slids up slowly 
seashell_4: nipples on nipples   
D r a z:  let get lets get rocked 

seashell_4: puts one hand around on draz butt the other on geeks  
ramster77: sips my beer eyes glued ahead.. not noticing some spilling onto my shirt 
seashell_4: shit ram  now draz will want the mop out  

D r a z: with arms wrapped around both girls  shaking them togther   ....... pressing ther 
bodies tight together .....lets get the rock out of here 

BeautifulGeek(jaena): Gyrates her hips as shell slides her thigh inbetween hers as she runs her hand up 
Shells stomache and the in between shells breasts*thrustinher head back against Draz's chest* 
easygoing_2012: repositions himself on chair, to make more room in groin area 

seashell_4: winks at easy  
D r a z: jerking the hips to the left and then to the right . ,,, making sure the motion resonates 
through the 2 girls   jerking in and out   

seashell_4: feeeling the excitment in all of us  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): Slides her other hand up to inbetween her breast and undoes the latch letting her 
own breast free ash she snakes her body against shells as she looks feircely into her eyes as Draz forces 
the girls together with his moves* 
seashell_4: smelling the sweet geek and drazs sweat  
seashell_4: looks deep into geeks eyes and hope she can read my mind   

ramster77: reads eyes.. sweet custard pie.. 
D r a z: looks at the 2 girls  ... and asks "do  you wanna get rocked " ...shaking them fast 
together  .......mmm seeing the mashing of breasts as I pull them inand out togetjre  

seashell_4: am game to get rocked  or vooked  
seashell_4: accuntent 
ramster77: hehe 

D r a z: grunts as I rock the two girls ina d out togther pulling their hips togethre  to the beat  
and rocking them side to side 

BeautifulGeek(jaena): *Slide her hand up from between Shells Breasts running  it along her neck and then 
guides shells face to hers plants a Soft kiss against Shells lips that she desires* 
D r a z:  smiles as I wrap arms round both girls as the tempo changes  

seashell_4: enjoys the kiss  looks at draz may we go for a drink now am so thirsty  plus i like 
the way geek gets them   hold geeks hand gently 
D r a z: slides off stage with the 2 girls  . and heads to the bar 

seashell_4: rammmmm  
ramster77: o m g 
seashell_4:  bra plz  now  

ramster77: takes off shells bra 
ramster77: helps her put it on.. 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *latches her bra back on as she moves behind the bar then slides her shirt back on* 

seashell_4: keeping it warm how sweet 
D r a z:  smiles at  geek ........... was a good idea of  yours to get me to dance 
ramster77: i needed to free my hands.. 

ramster77: for clapping 
seashell_4: whispers to geek  see easy un  lol lol  

ramster77: alright u three.. that was thoroughly awesome 
seashell_4: we love u to rammie 
D r a z: kisses both girls cvheeks as I retrieve myshirt and slips back over  my heavily 

muscled torso and arms  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *smirks* You think he got a little turned on? *looks down* 
seashell_4: pass the larger thumbler geek 



BeautifulGeek(jaena): Grabs the mikes Hard lemonade she got and licks around the top before she takes a 
big gulp* 

easygoing_2012: starts breathing again omg, applauds, awesome 
D r a z:  buttoning up and slipping the cuff links on  ...tucking the shirt tails back in my 
trousers    as  I smile over at geek and shell  

seashell_4:    
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *takes up the rest of the Slippery nipple in the Steel tumbler and shakes it at Shell * 
You want this? 
ramster77: hehe 
seashell_4: i got to know geek more   lol  

White Wolf 5485: the part I saw was very nice 
seashell_4: ty geek i will take it  
D r a z: looks down at where shells breasts had ben against me ... think she has 2 already  

seashell_4: lol lol 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *hands it to shell with a wink then giggles at draz * So do I now 
seashell_4: dont make me wet myself again draz   

D r a z: grins at geek  ....  mmm    yes so I see 
ramster77: adds a new button on the POS .. drazageekilicousshellanza  
D r a z: chuckles at shell will try  not  to  but what about this as an idea  next time we will 

do  cuntry dancing  
seashell_4: after that need something cooler on brb 

D r a z: slides a cold water over to  shell and glugs one myself ....... geek  you need one as 
well ? 
White Wolf 5485: what kinda country music do you have draz? 

D r a z:  allsorts 
White Wolf 5485: got any old Alabama 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): *hold up her still cold mikes that she set in the ice cooler* Nope I'm good Runs cold 
bottle up her long neck* 
D r a z: yes somehwere 
White Wolf 5485: I don't what it is but I like their old stuff better 

D r a z:  smiles and slides the a hold flannel over  my  neck and forehead  
ramster77: well .. im gonna pop off for a lil bit .. and head to the bus 
easygoing_2012: tc ram 

D r a z:  not relly suitable for the mood here most the time WW a 
White Wolf 5485: have fun ram 
BeautifulGeek(jaena): LOL@ Ram you didn't pop off while we were dancing? 

D r a z:   good luck ramster  
D r a z:  hes late  

D r a z: laffs 
seashell_4: bk  
seashell_4: hb ram 

ramster77: i stayed at work an extra half hr cos the show started.. 
D r a z: wb shlell 

seashell_4:   ty 

D r a z: aw Im flatterd ramster 
seashell_4: over time ram  

BeautifulGeek(jaena): Wb Shell 

seashell_4:   ty  
BeautifulGeek(jaena): Make sure you clean under the desk before you leave then 

seashell_4: it got rather warm here lol 


